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Kensington Simple Solutions Black Lightning QWERTY US English

Brand : Kensington Product code: K75505US

Product name : Simple Solutions

- Full-sized, responsive scissor keys offer a comfortable and precise typing experience. Fourteen shortcut
keys allow you to quickly navigate through common iOS keyboard commands
- This durable, lightweight, and compact keyboard is ideal for daily classroom use
- Caps lock indicator provides a visual signal for more efficient typing
- Plug-and-play wired Apple Lightning connection delivers reliable performance without the need for
software or batteries
- MFi Certified so you know it’s safe to use with Apple iPad and iPhone. Additionally, the Simple
Solutions™ Wired Compact Keyboard with Lightning Connector exceeds the privacy requirements set out
by the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers and the Smarter Balanced
Assessment Consortium
Wired Compact Keyboard with Lightning Connector, US EN

Keyboard

Keyboard layout * QWERTY
Keyboard language * US English
Pointing device *
Numeric keypad *

Performance

Brand compatibility * Apple
Compatibility * iPad, iPhone

Performance

Product colour * Black
Cover *

Ports & interfaces

Connectivity technology * Wired
Device interface * Lightning

System requirements

Mobile operating systems supported iOS
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